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1- Where the offer is stated to be open for a certain period of time ,it will ………. once that time has

expired.
1. invite

2. reject

3. Iapse

4. revoke

2- ………….. is a proposition put by one person to another with an indication that they are willing to

be bound by its terms should the other person accept.
1. Offer

2. Treat

3. Termination

4. Condition

3- ………. is a proposition indicating a willingness to consider offers made by others or to enter into

negotiations.
1. Acceptance

2. Invitation to treat

3. Contract

4. Agreement

4- These are responses that seek to vary or amend the original offer and ,therefore, reject it and

establish a new offer in its place. what's mean amend?
1.  

2. 

3. 

4.  

3. the promisee

4. the contract

3. $%&  " 

4.  '  " 

5- Consideration must move from ……….
1. the promisor

2. the parties

6- "Composition agreement" means :
1.   !  " 

2. #"  " 

7- A……….. is bound by contracts for necessary services and goods to pay a reasonable price for them.
1. insane

2. guarantor

3. minor

4. drunkards

8- When a contract is void, the general rule is that the parties must be returned to their pre-

contractual positions , which is known as ……………
1. voidable contracts

2. vitiating factors

3. Restitution

4. Duress

9- Which phrase is correct ?
1. There are two types of misrepresentation : fraudulent , negligent
2. There are two types of misrepresentation : Innocent , Negligent
3. There are three types of misrepresentation : Fraudulent , Negligent and innocent
4. There are three types of misrepresentation : Fraudulent , Negligent and illegality
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10- If the statement of contract subject was untrue , it is a …………….
1. presentation

2. intention

3. illegality

4. misrepresentation

11- Quasi- contract means:
1.  "  ()

2.  "  (

3.  "   *+,

4.  "  -

12- By according of "Mistake as to the subject matter" : Where the parties believe they are

contracting about the same thing and are merely mistaken as to its quality , the contract is …...
1. Voidable

2. void

3. valid

4. invalid

13- "The less significant or minor terms" : they identify the secondary rights and duties of the parties

.
1. Conditions

2. warranties

3. implied terms

4. Innominate terms

14- Which one is the meaning of " implied provision "?
1. - # .*$/  "  "  0%1   #2-

2. 3"4 5-

3. # 6 5-

4. # 7 "

15- "Condition and Warranty " means :
1. 7"4 ' #89 5-

2. 7"4 ' 0 5-

3. 7"4 ' 5-

4. #: 5- ' #;

5-

16- Where a party fails to perform any or all of their obligations or performs them improperly, known

as …...
1. illegal

2. actual breach

3. breach of warranty

4. invalid

17- "A party gives a clear indication of an intention not to perform his obligations "is equal to:
1. Actual breach

2. breach of condition

3. Anticipatory breach

4. breach of warranty

18- Performance means:
1. <$&
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19- terms whose status or importance is unclear and that can only be decided in light of the

consequuences of the term being breached………………
1. warranties

2. conditions

3. innominate terms

4. express terms

20- …………. are intended to compensate the injured party for any loss suffered as a result of the

breach of contract.
1. Damages

2. Injunctions

3. Breaches

4. Warranties

21- As with all equitable remedies, …………….. is discretionary.
1. Speculation

2. mitigation

3. Specific performance

4. damages

22- Which one is equal of free trade ?
1. Laissez – faire
2. Freedom of contract
3. Services of goods
4. A situation in which the goods coming into or going out of a country are controlled or taxed.

23- Freight means:
1. ?;

2. @A

3. B A

4. A

24- Commercial ineptitude means:
1. 3"$, C:

2. 3"$, D ,

3. 3"$, #& "

4. 3"$,(7" F*:) 3/ #-

25- What's the meaning of "exclusion clause" in Persian?
1. HA 5-

2. I 5-

3. JK 5-)(+ 5-

4. $& <K

?  $;@A B:< " 9:;;< =>"" 45 67"

producer . N

supplier . M

offeror . L

-26

Consumer . #

27- Sanction means :
1. 7"$,

4  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. PB*,

3. "
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?" 28- What is the meaning of "negligent
2. (;)S)3"R K

4. 7"4

!3. T

4. 7 4

3. ! #/V' 7W;,

2. -&U

4. *- *&,

3. *- X:

2. *- *+

  1.

?"29- What is the meaning of "advertisements
 1. 7

30- Enforcement means:
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